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Collectors of Paper Money in the
18th and 19th Centuries

By Dr. Arnold Keller

(Concluded from PAPER MONEY No. 23, Page 78.)

In Germany most of the collectors came after the
Austrian pioneers. The first known was F. W. A.
SCHLICKEYSEN, co-author of the lexicon of numismatic
abbreviations called "Schlickeysen-Pallmann." The first
secretary of the Berlin Numismatic Society, he lectured
and showed his collection of French assignats, mandats
and billets de confiance on July 9, 1846. He also spoke
of the numerous forgeries made for political reasons and
wrote on the printing-firm differences of the Erfurt 1813
issue. He died in 1871.

ADOLF JUNGFER (1835-89), a Berlin coin dealer and
expert who wrote in journals of the time under the name
"Miinzbold," owned the oldest-known German note, a
Massfeld in Meiningen 1622 three groschen. It later went
into the Berlin coin cabinet. His collection of some 900
different was sold in June 1890 by Adolf Weyl. Sedlako-
vich and later Pfliimer obtained the Polish and Latin-
American notes.

A lawyer, v. SCHIMMELPFENNING in Bartenstein (East
Prussia), studied and published documents about the
history of the Prussian notes which were later used by
DR. NICOLAUS in his work on the same subject. A bro-
chure by Prof. Ehmcke reproduces a note that has an
owner's mark "V. S." proving that it came from v.
Schimmelpfenning's collection.

LUDWIG CLERICUS (1827-92) collected paper money
only a short time but with great success. After a study
of law and the arts, he edited several publications, in-
cluding an art journal Pallas and the German Engravers
Journal. After amassing 1,800 notes from all countries,
he published a series of articles about the development
of printing paper money in Graphische Kunste in 1887.
He unsuccessfully tried to organize paper money collec-
tors. His collection was sold in 1892 to the German
State Printery but was subsequently destroyed in the air
raid of Feb. 3, 1945.

Still another important figure but from a different
point of view was ADOLF HENZE. From 1865 to 1877,
he published a sort of "counterfeit detector" in which he
listed all new issues of notes and the terms of redemp-
tion, so that merchants could redeem their notes in due
time. Perhaps it is his fault, then, that so few old
German notes remain! However, it is only through his
journal that we know of many notes, for he reproduced
them (in reflected image to foil counterfeiters). Un-
fortunately, he habitually gave the date as the day of
real issue instead of the date printed on the note and
listed later printings of the same issue as new issues even
when both were identical. He also published a large
picture reproducing all current European issues. His
work ended with his death in 1883.

Poland could boast of two remarkable collectors. The
COUNT HUTTEN-CZAPSKI (1828-96) studied in Moscow
and later became the service governor of Novgorod and
vice-governor of Petersburg. In 1894 he founded a

museum for Archeology and Numismatics in Krakau
and wrote a catalog describing its notes up to 1863.

The second Polish collector was HENRYK BUKOWSKI
(1839-1900). Because he participated in the Polish
rebellion of 1864, he was forced to emigrate to Sweden.
There he dealt in art, coins and archeological objects
and held about 130 auctions. Under the nom-de-plume
"H. Bi." he published a catalog of Swedish and foreign
notes.

Henryk Bukowski

Notable among Danish collectors was H. J. LYNGE
(1822-97), a well-known book dealer. He founded a
scientific antiquarian society. At his death his house was
the most remarkable in Scandinavia, for he was a collec-
tor in the grand style. His collection of paintings about
the history of Denmark was given to the Frederiksborg
Museum, while all his other collections, including paper
money, were sold in ten auctions in 1898-99.

JOH. G. GUILDAL, a Danish manufacturer, acquired
the collection of a Gen. Major C. T. JORGENSEN in 1901.
Guildal wrote extensively for Scandinavian numismatic
journals. A third great Danish collector, LARS EMIL
BRUUN (1852-1933), collected coins as a young trade
apprentice. He made a fortune in the wholesale export



Lars Emil Bruun

Hans Hildebrand
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butter trade and bought extensively at the Lynge sale.
He willed his collections to the Royal coin cabinet.

Sweden had two great numismatists who were official,
not private, collectors. The first, HANS HILDEBRAND, was
the son of a Swedish state antiquarian and succeeded
him in 1879. He wrote a book on Swedish coins of the
Middle Ages. His last work was "Sedelsamlingen i
Riksbankens Myntkabinett" (collection of notes in the
Riksbank coin cabinet), in which he described and
partially reproduced 1,457 notes. He died before the
manuscript was completed and his successor, OSCAR
MONTELIUS, finished it for publication in 1915. Montelius
(1843-1921) also specialized in research on prehistoric
North and Central Europe.

Oscar Montelius

England's great author of paper money books was
MABERLY PHILLIPPS, who was born in 1838 into a family
of minor officials of the Bank of England. He, too.
served the bank, and wrote a huge volume called A
History of Banks, Bankers and Banking in Northumber-
land, Durham and North Yorkshire giving detailed ac-
counts of 76 local banks and reproductions of their
notes. His collection of 800 different notes was given
to the London Institute of Bankers.

A mysterious collection made the headlines in Septem-
ber 1937. Called the AVONMORE COLLECTION (from the
street on which its supposed owner, Fred E. Catling,
lived in London), it was allegedly stolen from the steel
safe in which it was kept. The notes were mounted in
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Adolf Meili

110 leather-bound volumes. No thief was found but
restitution was made by mail. The number of notes
involved was said to be 70,000! Three generations
created the collection, beginning with the grandfather,
who was an engraver.

Little interest in paper money was early manifested
in Italy, although coin collecting was popular. The first
publication about paper money was written by ISAIA
VOLONTE in the Rivista Italiana di Numismatica 1908.
It was followed by 40 years of silence.

Americans, of course, know the work of David C.
Wismer, the old master of U. S. paper money numis-
matics. A Latin-American pioneer, less well known, was
ADOLF MEILL (1839-1907). This Swiss-born business-
man worked in Trieste and Tabriz, Persia, before be-
coming a partner in a firm in Brazil. In that country he
served as Swiss Consul at Bahia. While there he col-
lected Portuguese and Brazilian notes and coins. His
thousand-note collection served as the basis for a German-
language catalog, fully illustrated. For this work he
received an honorary degree from the University of
Zurich. He willed his collection to the Landesmuseum
in Zurich, which in 1935 sold it to Brazil.

In addition to the individual European collectors,
many institutions such as the London Bankers Institute
and the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford collect notes
along with coins. The Austrian coin cabinet in Vienna
at first bought only single pieces but later bought the
A. M. PACHINGER collection of Austrian notes. Thus
when the flood of World War I inflation notes swelled,
the cabinet collected them and finally published, in 1918,
a completely illustrated synopsis of all issues with dates
of issue and quantities.

Smedley Reminisces About
Founding of S. P. M. C.

At the time that Director Glenn B. Smedley received
a life membership in the Society (see Page 105), he told
how he assisted in the birth of this organization. At
the 1960 ANA convention he arranged an informal
luncheon attended by a dozen paper money collectors
who discussed the idea of a Society favorably. Prior
to the 1961 ANA convention in Atlanta, he arranged for
a meeting there, inviting those who were at the Boston
luncheon and others from whom he had heard in the
meantime. It was at the Atlanta gathering that SPMC
got under way formally.

"I shall never forget receiving an invitation from
Blaise Danton to a party at his home the very evening
the meeting was supposed to be held," Mr. Smedley
reminisced. "He solved the problem simply: 'Invite all
your paper money collectors to the party and hold your
meeting here.' We did, and it was a never-to-be-for-
gotten evening."

Did You Know That —
Four different types or colors of Treasury Seals ap-

pear on $1, $5. and $10 Silver Certificates within a five
year period between 1886 and 1891. They appear as
small red, plain; large red; large brown; and small red,
scalloped.

Michael B. Kromeke
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